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This invention relates to pipe and hose cou 
plings and more particularly to couplings 
adapted to be used in connection with fuel de 
livery systems such as disclosed in my co-pend 
ing patent application Serial Number 473,555, 
?led January 25, 1943, now Patent Number 
2,348,478, granted May 9, 1944. 

It is an object of this invention to provide a 
unitary coupling for fuel delivery systems where 
by two or more delivery conduits must be simul 
taneously connected or disconnected to or from a 
like number of intake conduits leading to a stor 
age .tank, reservoir, or the like. 

It is another object of this invention to provide 
mechanism for coupling together two or more 
pipes or other conduits, said coupling lbeing ?tted 
onto the ends of the conduits to be joined to 
gether, so that it is impossible to connect one of 
the conduits without connecting the other asso 
ciated conduit or conduits. This is especially 
adaptable for use in transferring liquid petrole 
um gas from a delivery or truck tank to an un 
derground or other tank located at a lower level. 
As a safety feature, when the liquid is passed 
from one tank into another tank, there should 
be a vapor return hose leading from the receiv 
ing tank to the discharging tank, so that as va 
por is displaced in the receiving tank by liquid 
being discharged thereinto, the vapor displaced 
by said liquid should be returned to the other 
discharging tank. In lique?ed petroleum gas sys 
tems, where the liquid is conveyed to the cus 
tomer’s premises, and delivered into a receiving 
tank which is usually an underground tank, it 
has been a practice of many truck drivers to vent 
the vapor from the receiving tank into the air in 
stead of connecting the vapor return hose to the 
receiving tank, so that the displaced vapor will re 
turn to the discharging tank. The release of gas 
vapor into the surrounding premises is a great 
?re hazard. By providing the delivery hose with 
a unitary coupling in which the ends of the deliv 
ery hose are securely ?xed and by providing 
means whereby this ?tting is ?xed onto a com 
panion ?tting on the pipe or pipes rising from 
the receiving tank, it thus becomes impossible 
for liquid to be delivered into the receiving tank 
Without also returning the vapor from the re 
ceiving tank into the discharging tank. 
Some of the objects of the invention having 

been stated, other objects will appear as the dc‘ 
scription proceeds, when taken in connection 
withthe accompanying drawing, in which: 

Figure 1 is aview illustrating the combination 
of av fuel supply tank, a storage tank, and a dou 
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ble conduit hose between the tanks in which my 
improved coupling is employed; 

Figure 2 is an enlarged vertical sectional view 
taken along the line 2—2 in Figure 1; 

Figure 3 is a transverse sectional view through 
the double conduit hose, and taken along line 
3-3 in Figure 1; _ 
Figure 4 is an elevation, with certain portions 

thereof shown in section and other portions 
broken away, illustrating a slightly modi?ed 
form of fastening means for detachably securing 
the adjacent elements of a coupling together, 
Referring more particularly to the drawing, 

the numeral l0 broadly denotes a_ truck having 
a tank ll mounted on‘ the rear portion thereof; 
This tank is adapted to contain a supply of liquid 
12 such as propane, butane, and the like. Usual 
ly .the tank is not completely ?lled, but instead, , 
a vapor space M is provided in the upper portion 
thereof to allow for expansion and contraction 
as well as variation in liquid volume due to tem 
perature changes. 
Figures 1 to 3 inclusive illustrate a fuel dis 

tributing system employing my improved con-r 
pling. The delivery tank II is coupled .to- the 
storage tank 28 by means of a unitary twin hose 
85. At each end of this hose, my improved cou 
pling is employed. Since the coupling structure 
at each end of the hose is identical, the detailed 
structure at the lower end thereof will be de 
scribed only. ' 
By observing Figures 2 and 3, it will be noted 

that the hose 85 has passageways 86 and 81 
therethrough, the passageway 86 being employed 
to conduct liquid fuel l2 from the tank ll into 
the tank 28, and the passageway 81 being em 
ployed to convey the displaced vapor from tank 
28 into the space M in the upper portion of tank 
II. The lower end of passageway 86 communi-_ 
cates with the upper end of a pipe 88, said pipe 
88 being ?xedly secured in a cylindrical block 89. 
The lower end of pipe 88 telescopically ?ts into 
the upper end of a similar pipe 90 which is ?xed 
ly mounted in a second cylindrical block 9|, said 
block 9| being threadably secured in the upper 
end of ?ll pipe 29. There is an identical block 
9| threadably secured to tank I I. 
The proximate ends of the pipes 83 and 98 have 

normally closed ball valves 53 disposed therein, 
there being a ball valve in each of said pipes. 
Each of the ball valves 93 is adapted to engage a 
seat 94, when closed, to thereby prevent the flow 
of liquid or other material therethrough. In 
order to normally hold each of the ball valves 93 
in a seated or closed position, a, compression, 



2. 
spring 95 is mounted around a valve stem 9b‘, 
which stem extends from ball 93. Each of the 
stems 96 has a restricted stem portion 96a which 
is slidably mounted in a spider 91 within each of 
the pipes 88 and 90. _ 
When the pipes 88 and 90 are in a coupled 

position, a liquid conduit is provided between, the 
tank 14 and a tank 23 disposed at a lower level 
than tank Hi. This liquid conduit comprises a 
set of pipes 90 and 88 at each end of passageway 
86. > 

In order to provide means for automatically 
opening the ball valves 93 when the coupling is in 
connected position as shown in Figure 6, suitable 
pins 98 extend from the proximate faces of the 
ball valves 93, and the proximate ends of these 
pins engage each other to cause the valves 93 to 
be unseated and thus open the liquid conduit 
through the coupling at pipes 88 and 90. Due to 
the fact that the stem portion 9%, is slightly 
smaller than the stem portion 96,, a» shoulder'is 
provided adjacent the spider 91, which shoulder 
serves as a stop when the valve' 93'has opened the 
maximum amount. This shoulder serves to 
equalize the action of the springs‘ 95. For ex~ 
ample, if one spring should b'e'weaker than the 
other, then the valve having theweaker spring 
would be prevented by the associated shoulder 
from opening‘- very much more than the valve 
having the stronger spring. 

The" displaced vapor from the tank" 28 ‘flows 
therefrom by way of arpipe 93, said‘pip'e 99v 
extending upwardly on the interior'of ?llpipe 29 
and having‘ its upper-end ?xedly secured'in cylin 
drical block 9!; The upper'end of'pipe~ 99has the 
lower end of a" pipe lilll telescopically mounted 
therein,_ said pipe Hi0 being identical to the pipe 
88 previously described. Theupper» end of pipe 
I00 communicates with passageway 81 in hose 85.‘ 
The‘ vapor conduit is therefore‘ designated by 
reference characters 99, Hill, and 81._ Another 
set of members Hill and 99 are disposed adjacent 
the supply tank II and on the upper end of hose 
unit 85. , ' 

The'valve structures within'pipes99' and I00‘ 
are identical to the valve structures employed in, 
pipes 96' and 88 respectively. Therefore, similar 
reference characters will be given tolike parts 
without'making a detailed description. It might 
be stated, however, that these valves operate, in 
the same automatic manner, therefore, when the 
pipes IGO and 7.?9 are connected, as shown in 
Figure 6, the valves will be automatically opened 
to‘ permit vapor to ?ow upwardly, from the tank’ 
28 through the vapor conduit and when the pipes 
I06 and 99 are disconnected, these valves will be 
automatically closed; , 

In‘ order to provide a sealed joint between 
blocks 89 and 9|, a suitable washer or gasket I05 
is‘ provided between these members. Also a nut 
I06 is rotatably; mounted around cylindrical mem-‘ 
ber 89', which nut is interiorly threaded near'its 
lower end‘ for ,releasably engaging the cylindrical 
block 9| therebelow. Of course, the shouldered 
portion max of‘ the nut lll?- engages outwardly 
disposed ?ange 39a of block 89’to thereby bind or 
clamp the block 89 to the block 9| when the nut 
I06 is threadably secured in position. 
Figure 4 shows a slightly modi?ed form of‘ 

mechanism for releasably securing the coupling 
members together. This form of the invention 
differs from the preceding form in that the upper 
portion of cylindrical block 9| is unthreaded, 
and therefore, this member is designated by re 
ference character 9la in Figure 4. Also the 
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2,359,648 
interior of nut I06 is left unthreaded and there 
fore is designated by reference character I061) 
in Figure 4. Nut 1061) has a pair of opposed 
bayonet slots I08 therein, only one of which is 
shown, which slots are adapted to releasably 
engage pins I09 extending from the outer pe 
riphery of the block Sla. The other parts of 
the coupling are identical. This ?gure illus 
trates a convenient means whereby the blocks 
89 and Bio may be more quickly attached or 
detached from each other. 
In Figure 1 a coupling is shown adjacent the 

truck tank, which is similar, if not identical 
to the coupling adjacent the receiving or storage 

In all of these instances, the coupling 
adjacent the truck tank could be eliminated 
and the two hose connected to two nipples ex 
tending from the truck tank, but in the draw 
ing,>there has been shown indentical couplings , 
at the two ends of the hose, so as to make the 
ends of the hose interchangeable‘, and also to 
permit easy renewal of the‘hose unit‘. In pracl’ 
ti-ce, the hose system‘ remains coupled to the 
truck tank at all times, and when the con 

F sumer’s premises are reached, the hose sys 
tem, which is full of‘ liquid and vapor‘is con 
nected to the pipe or pipes" rising from the 
underground tank, and delivery‘ of liquid into 
the storage tank and return of the vapor to the‘ 
truck tank takes place. Regardless of the form 
of ‘coupling used, it is impossible‘ for a‘ careless 
operator to deliver liquid into a storage tank 
without venting the vapor from the storage tank" 
into the truck tank. ' 
In the drawing and speci?cation, there has 

been set forth a‘ preferred embodiment of the 
invention; and although speci?c terms are em 
ployed, they areused in a' generic and descrip 
tive sense only and not for purposes‘ of limitai 
tion, the scope‘ of the invention being de?ned.‘ 
in‘ the claims. . a 

I claim: ‘ 

1'. A coupling for connecting a pair‘ of' pipes 
disposed side-by~side to a‘second pair of pipes’ 
disposed side-by-side comprisingia ?tting secured 
to“ and surrounding each pair of pipes',' each 
?tting having alined'p'assa‘geways" theretlir'ou'gh-e 
with one end of the passageways communicat 
ing with the respective pair of pipes,- means‘ for 
releasably securing the ?ttings in end; to end 
relation, so that: the two passageways in one ?t? 
ting‘ register with the two passageways in the 
other ?tting, each passageway in ea’ch?ttin‘g' 
having a spring pressed valve normally'biased' 
to closed position, each valve having a stem ex 
tending from each of thev opposed sides thereof, 
the stems of the valve in coinciding passage-V 
ways being adapted to' engage each other to, move 
the valves to open position when the ?ttings‘a'r'e" 
secured toeach other in end to end'relation, and’ 
shoulder means on the stems for limiting the 
amount a valve can be moved'to open' position‘ 
before the other valve in a pair of coinciding 
passageways is caused to move'to‘open position. 

2. In’ a coupling comprising two separable" 
parts for connecting one pair of pipes to a sec-' 
ond pair of pipes, one‘ of the parts being-ex-' 
teriorly threaded'an'd» the other part having an 
interiorly threaded sleeve slidably mounted-3 
thereon for» threading onto the ex‘teriorly' thread 
ed portion’ of the ?rst-named part, eacli part-' 
havingv a pair of: parallel passagewaysthe'rein» 
adaptedito» coincide with‘ a pair of- parallel-pas 
sageways‘in? the other-T‘p'art, eaclil of'the-eplas 
sag'eways having aivalve seat". therein’; fand'lalsd 
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having a spider member therein, a spring 
pressed valve having a stem slidably mounted 
in the spider member in each passageway, and 
normally biased to be moved by its associated 
spring to closed position on its seat, each of the 
valves having a pin extending from the other 
side thereof, the proximate pins of each of the 
valves of each part being adapted to engage 
each other when the parts are joined together 
to move the valves against their springs to open 10 

position, each of the valve stems mounted in 
the spiders having stop‘ means thereon for en 
gaging the spider for limiting the amount the 
valve can be opened, so that when the parts are 
joined together and one of a pair of valves 
in coinciding openings is opened a predetermined 
amount, the other valve will then be opened on 
account of the stop means. 

NELSON M. JONES. 


